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Cook County Jail Votes (CCJVotes) has been the story of the year in the world of civics. In

August 2017, Sheriff Dart, Director Michael Miller, Chicago Votes, and Michelle Mbekeani met to

pitch the idea of consistent, long-term voter registration in the jail. We had no idea what to

expect, or where the program would go in that moment. 

A year later, twenty-two other jails have reached out to us to replicate the work being done in

Chicago. The partnership between Chicago Votes and the Cook County Department of

Corrections was the catalyst for protecting the right to vote for the most marginalized,

vulnerable populations.  We have a tremendous success story because everyone involved

wants the program to succeed and wants to ensure our democracy is inclusive. Our

democracy simply works better when more people participate in the political process. This

program has brought dignity, not only to the people detained at Cook County Jail through

casting their ballot, but also into the larger political realm, reminding us that every vote counts.

The relationships and bridges CCJVotes has created are remarkable. We have opened a

positive, productive dialog between communities who would traditionally never interact with

each other. Officers are working toward a common goal with community leaders and

volunteers. The volunteers bring respect to people detained, and the people detained have

taught us some of the biggest life lessons we will ever learn.

Michelle Mbekeani once said "We must do more than reflect on society’s ills. Instead, we must

also turn the light on ourselves and see what power we have to alter the trajectory of our

nation into an arch that bends toward justice for all." Director Michael Miller may not consider

himself a civil rights hero, but he has allowed us to bend that arch a little further towards

doing what is right. He ensures everyone working in the jail participates in the program, makes

everyone feel safe, and has been cheering us on from the start. We have the utmost gratitude

for his positive attitude towards our team and the success of the program. 

The result of everyone’s diligence to work together is shown throughout the rest of the report.

Thousands of people, who would not have been registered, are now registered to vote. Some

people voted for the first time, while others were able to cast one last vote before sentencing.

This program allows people an opportunity to participate in choosing elected officials who

make policy decisions concerning their lives. 

In a place like jail, where "hope" can sometimes be hard to find, we have created a space and

place for people to feel part of society again. They are able to feel valued and important, as

every vote counts equally. Through this program, we are all taking a stance that the voices and

votes of people who are detained in pre-trial detention are worthy and matter. That poverty

should never be a barrier to the polls. This stance demonstrates that we value the

constitutional right to vote.

In solidarity,

Jen Dean

Deputy Director, Chicago Votes

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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THE VOLUNTEERS

Our volunteers travel through blizzards in the winter, and give up their summer Sundays

to spend time in jail. We realize this takes a very specific, special type of person willing to

make this commitment. So who are they?

CCJVotes volunteers are physicians, students, teachers, social workers, pastors, nurses,

veterans, sons and daughters of police officers, special education teachers, community

leaders, artists, lawyers, accountants, professors, and people who just want to make

Chicago a better place.

They are between the ages of 18 and 78 years old. Our oldest (and possibly favorite

volunteer) was born in 1940, 25 years before the 1965 Civil Rights Act was passed. When

she was born, her family was not even allowed to vote. Now she is with us, registering

people in a jail every single month.

"There is nothing stronger than the heart of a volunteer"
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VOTER
REGISTRATION

Every second Sunday of the month, volunteers enter Cook County Jail to

conduct voter registration. Over the last year, our team and 475 volunteers have

filled 1,191 volunteer shifts at the jail, registering 3,190 eligible voters.

Each person who conducts voter registration in the jail goes through a "CCJ 101"

training, to ensure everyone is aware of jail rules, the dress code, what qualifies

as contraband, as well as overall safety. Every volunteer is also required to go

through a Deputy Registrar training from the Chicago Board of Elections,

confirming each person has the knowledge of how to conduct nonpartisan

voter registration.

We take this time to answer questions about the voting process and debunk

common voting-related myths. This creates a dialog and moment for quick on

the spot voter education. Many people who have previous felonies are under the

assumption they will never be able to vote again. We take this time to clarify

these misunderstandings. 
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VOTER
REGISTRATION
FEEDBACK:

 Why do you volunteer 

 at Cook County Jail?

"I am doing this work because too

often, the right to vote is taken for

granted. As a community organizer

and aspiring lawyer, the opportunity

to register individuals in the Cook

County Jail is fulfilling and necessary

work that I plan to carry throughout

my professional and personal life in

advocating for justice."

"I believe in every person's dignity and

worth, and I think with that comes the

ability to participate as an active

member of society. People in jail are

often shut out of society, and helping

them vote is a meaningful way to

change that. I think improving voter

rights and fighting voter suppression

is some of the most important work

that can be done to transform our

democracy, and everyone needs to be

a part of that transformation,

including those who often go

invisible."

"I like to connect with people

impacted by the criminal legal system

in a way that highlights our common

human experience. To get out the

vote! Everyone who has the right

should have the resources to exercise

that right."

"I’m volunteering because I’m deeply

committed to making our democracy

more equitable. Systemic racism and

injustice are woven into the fabric of

our country, our criminal justice

system, and our lives. Voting is an

incredible right, a way to be a part of

changing our systems for the better.

So this effort is a powerful way for

more people to access their voting

rights. I also want to support Chicago

Votes and trust your leadership in this

effort and your larger mission." 

"To give ""detainees"" an opportunity

to be approached by outside persons 

with respect and giving them the

affirmation as citizens with their rights

to vote. At the same time, giving

support to officers who have a hard

job to do."
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CONTINUED...

 What do you like most about doing 

 voter reg with people detained?

"Connection with inmates across

multiple social boundaries. 

It is an experience of human

connection that bridges divides of

race, class, often gender, and social

privilege in a positive, pragmatic,

politically relevant, and personally

meaningful way."

"The thing I like most about working

with people in the Cook County Jail is

seeing the looks on the faces of

individuals inside when we give them

the platform to say "yes" to registering

to vote. It feels like we are giving them

power (that they already possess) in a

way."

"The opportunity to connect with

another human being."

"I like to think I am helping them hold

onto hope in some small way, in a

place where hope might be hard to

come by." 

"They are a kind, funny, smart and

respectful group of people

Their enthusiasm and gratitude."

"Different population teaching me

patience, compassion and respect for

each human being. As well as much

learning, such as need for prison

reform."

What lessons have you learned after

entering the jail? 

"To respect all persons regardless of

their circumstances. The people we

met are just regular people!"

"I felt great registering nine people to

vote over the course of three hours,

and even better hearing that our

Division got 48 registered and the

entire team got 100. But it goes to

show just how many people are

needed to make this meaningful work

happen on a consistent basis. I'm

blown away by the work that Chicago

Votes does in getting so many

volunteers organized and in pushing

legislation to make it easier for

everyone to vote."

"I keep coming back because I think

that if it were me stuck in there, I

would hope someone thought I was

worth their time. 

"Be patient, and go with the flow! I’ve

learned that there’s just going to be

times when we wait. It’s made me

examine my own privilege (and that

of others in my volunteer group)

around time and waiting, and

expectations about how and when

things should happen. Be respectful!

Respect the space; respect the people

we are registering – in our language,

side conversations, interactions."
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IN PERSON
VOTING

Absentee Ballot Applications:

In order to receive a ballot at CCJ,

one must fill out an absentee

ballot application. Chicago Votes

worked directly with Ms. Findley to

sort each ballot application by

division and tier. We then went to

each division helping people fill

their application to vote.

Ballots for In-Person Voting: 

In March and November, Chicago

Votes helped create the logistics

and facilitation of in-person voting.

We also worked with the Chicago

Board of Elections and the Cook

County Clerk's office to

recommend best practices for

voting in jail. Each division had a

representative from the election

authority, a legal advocate from

the Chicago Lawyers’ Committee

for Civil Rights, and two staff

members. These systems of

accountability from various groups

help more voters who wanted to

vote get an actual opportunity to

vote.

VOTER TURN OUT DOUBLED FROM MARCH 2018 TO

NOVEMBER 2018!

March 2018 = 394 Votes

November 2018 = 760 Votes

1,600 ballot applications

completed by Chicago Votes

5,957 ballot applications sorted

by division & tier (Twice!)

DATA
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IN PERSON
VOTING
FEEDBACK:

 What were the reactions from people 

 who are detained at CCJ?

"So many said "this was my first time

voting" and "I feel so satisfied doing

this!"" some said, thank you for being

here" 

"It was liberating, oftentimes folks

were very nice and easygoing. A lot of

the guys  I worked with needed help

and others were very educated on the

electoral process."

"They need voter guides or political

education. Literally, the biggest

concern raised."

"They were especially grateful, saying

thank you and showing appreciation.

There were several voters who I

registered and helped complete the

application, that were thrilled to see

me and showed excitement to vote." 

"The reactions were all positive,

expressing that it was important to

them to be able to vote."

What was your favorite experience

during voting in jail?

"Going to teir 2D and seeing the guys I

had previously worked with and

almost crying. As well as seeing men

that I had registered to vote come and

vote."

"Officer Jacobs was absolutely

amazing. She went above and beyond

in ensuring folks were brought down

in a timely and organized manner and

was very friendly."

"Going to the fifth floor and a woman

jumping with excitement to show me

she was voting."

"My favorite experience was getting to

talk with the women in pretrial

detention about why they cared

about voting and they mentioned,

their children, families and their lives. 

Also in division 11 seeing many

detainees who were misinformed

excited to vote after they received the

correct information."
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WE MADE THE
HEADLINES 

CCJVotes has been featured in over 30 news publications including:

The Huffington Post, The Reader, Vibe, Ebony, The Chicago Defender,

Mother Jones, Baller Alert, Chicago Tonight, Fox, ABC7, WGN, WTTW,

ESPN, Atlanta Blackstar, and the Daily Reporter.
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THE HUFFINGTON
POST ARTICLE:

“I honestly think that people who vote, people who are registered to vote, they

think of themselves a little differently.”

- Sheriff Tom Dart

“I think it’s a moment where we all found a common ground between detainees

and correctional officers, which is very rare in that setting,”

- Michelle Mbekeani

"The work of Chicago Votes may have affected Sylvia Parks, a correctional officer who

accompanied the volunteers around the jail. When the volunteers first arrived at the

jail, there was some confusion at the entrance as the guards were unsure of which

correctional officers were supposed to bring down and supervise the detainees.

Whoever it was supposed to be, Parks made it clear that it was not her ― she was

only on “light duty” that day and her job was to accompany the volunteers around.

As the voter registration got started, Parks mostly stayed quiet, sitting in a chair off to

the side and directing detainees to volunteers when it was their turn to register. But

after a while, Parks, who has worked at the jail for 12 years, became curious. She

asked a reporter why volunteers were using two different forms to register people

(one allowed people to vote by mail if it was their first time, while the other required

them to vote in person).

When the volunteers left the jail after a little over three hours of registering people to

vote, Parks repeatedly kept thanking them. After hours of watching volunteers

register detainees to vote, it seemed the power of the ballot made an impression on

Parks. As she peeled off from the group, the guard had one final thing to say: “You

made me feel important today.”

“Just because we’re in jail doesn’t define me or who I am,” Mitchell said. “I’m still a

human being, and I still have an opinion. I still would like to be heard in some type

of way, especially a positive way, even with me being in the place that I’m in.”

 -Mitchell
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LEGISLATION

Cook County Jail, Illinois Justice Project, Chicago Votes, ACLU, and the

Sargent Shriver Center for Civil Rights came together, forming a unique

relationship to protect one of the most important rights as a US citizen,

the right to vote.

We know the majority of people held in Cook County Jail have not yet

been convicted, thus, they are eligible to vote. HB 4469 creates

uniformity across the state, ensuring systems are in place for people to

have the opportunity to vote. Cook County Jail has set the precedent for

in-person voting. 

The legislation also ensures people receive a voter registration form and

a "know your voting rights" guide during the re-entry process, for an easy

and productive first step back into society.

The next Lieutenant Governor of Illinois, Juliana Stratton, was the chief

sponsor of the bill, becoming a pivotal part of the historic legislation.

And then John Legend got involved ...

HB 4469
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LEGISLATION SUPPORT

Over 40 ORGANIZATIONS across Chicago signed on to support!

1,407 WITNESS SLIPS submitted to the IL General Assembly!

28,387 PETITION SIGNATURES asking for voting in jail legislation!

We held the first ever "Roof Top Petition Drop Party" with speakers including

Cook County Clerk David Orr, State Representative Robyn Gabel,  Michelle

Mbekeani of Sargent Shriver National Center (now Policy Advisor at the State's

Attorney's office), and Quinn Rallins of Illinois Justice Project. 

HB 4469
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LEGISLATION SUPPORT

John Legend heard about CCJVotes, reached out to us and asked to get

involved! On our behalf, he posted on social media, then sent three

emails to over two million people, uplifting the civic engagement

happening in the Cook County Jail.

JOHN LEGEND

TWITTER

EMAIL
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LEGISLATION UPDATE

UPDATE: HB 4469 gained BIPARTISAN support, and passing through both the House

and Senate! Unfortunately, Governor Rauner disagreed with the general assembly

and made an amendatory veto. The coalition is keeping the momentum into the

new year and is hopeful as the new governor has committed to signing the original

bill language for 2019.

HB 4469
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THE OFFICERS

The utmost gratitude is given to all Officers who have gone

above and beyond supporting Cook County Jail Votes. A

special thank you and acknowledgment to the people below

who have in some cases become like family:

Lieutenant Flowers

Lieutenant Williams

Sgt. Berry 

Officer Gonzales 

Officer Claudio

Officer Trice

Officer Tyler

Officer Parks

Officer Hampton

Officer Stoli

Officer Collins 

Officer Pereja

Officer Khan

Officer Christie 

Officer Serna

Officer Kelly

Officer Ramirez

Officer Jacobs 

Officer McKinney

"Officer Serna, from Division 11, was exceptionally helpful to

our team when we worked in division 11. He helped detainees

in his section truly understand the process, what the ballot

applications were for, and reduced misinformation. He made

sure we had all of the assistance we needed and that

detainees were treated respectfully."

A big thank you to Jamie Hunter Findley for hosting us in the

mailroom, sorting ballot applications and getting the lists of

eligible voters over to the election authority. We would also

like to thank Mary Sisco for running hundreds of background

checks on volunteers, and providing us with countless access

sheets. She has handled hundreds of ID's and waivers, huge

PDF files that take forever to open, and data lists. Mary has

provided the logistical foundation for the success of

CCJVotes.
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HOW WE CAN
IMPROVE:

The biggest feedback we received

is that people were not prepared

to vote due to a lack of information

available on the candidates and

ballot initiatives.

Recommendation:

Big Lift: Non-partisan Civics Classes:

Chicago Votes is willing to work on

curriculum and share current

curriculum being used in jails

across the country. We are also

offering to host civics classes at the

jail on a long-term basis.

Small Lift: Distribution of non-

partisan 501c3 Voter Guides.

Chicago Votes creates voter guides

that have issue stances of

candidates and ballot measures

explained. This could be done

through mail or in person.

The election code states

individuals in Illinois have the right

to register to vote and vote on the

same day. This right is currently not

extended to people in CCJ through

the absentee ballot program

because there are thousands of

different styles of ballots, and the

election authority is unable to have

the different styles on hand on

Election Day in the jail.

Recommendation:

Voting machines in each division.

We recommend 5 machines per

division, with 3 full days of voting to

handle the jail population. This

would eliminate the absentee

ballot application sorting and

distribution, simplifying the entire

process. It would also safeguard

that anyone who was missed in

that step would be included.

Voting MachinesVoter Education
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We look forward to working with election officials and other partners to

continue making the needed improvements to the voting system in jail.



Thank  You  To  The  Following  Organizations !  

ACLU of Illinois
Asian Americans Advancing Justice – Chicago

Business and Professional People for the Public Interest
Cabrini Green Legal Aid

Change Peoria
Chasing 23

Chicago Appleseed Fund for Justice
Chicago Bar Association

Chicago Board of Election Commissioners
Chicago Books to Women in Prison
Chicago Coalition for the Homeless

Chicago Community Bond Fund
Chicago Council of Lawyers

Chicago Jobs Council
Chicago Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights

Chicago Urban League
Chicago Votes

Common Cause Illinois
Community Renewal Society

Color Of Change
Equality Illinois

Evanston Action Partners
Faith in Place
FreeAmerica

Heartland Alliance
Illinois Chapter of the Sierra Club

Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights
Illinois Environmental Council
Illinois Federation of Teachers

Illinois Humanities 
Illinois Public Interest Research Group

Indivisible Illinois
Injustice Watch

John Howard Association
Just Democracy 
Joyce Foundation

League of Women Voters of Chicago
League of Women Voters of Cook County

League of Women Voters of Illinois
Legal Council for Health Justice

Local 881 UFCW Backbone Films LLC
LUSH

McCormick Foundation
National Rainbow PUSH Coalition
North Side Action and Resistance

Prime Fortune
Propper Daily

Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law
SEIU-HCII

Solidarity Sundays
Street Level Youth Media
The Era Footwork Crew

Uptown People’s Law Center
Voqal

Western Front Resist
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